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Abstract

Nowadays, turbocharged internal combustion engines (ICEs) are very common in automotive
powerplants, monopolizing the Diesel sector and having a steadily increasing percentage in the
gasoline one. In this frame, the interest in modeling the behavior of the turbomachinery compo-
nents involved, with the ultimate goal of characterizing the performance of the turbocharged ICE,
seems clear. A turbomachine can be simulated using 3D-CFD software, but its computational
cost does not allow to reproduce the whole turbocharger testrig. Moreover, the existence of long
ducts requires a considerable computational time until thepressure reflections at the boundaries
dissipate in order to reach a periodic solution.

The use of non-reflecting boundary conditions reduces the needed length of ducts without in-
troducing spurious wave reflections. An anechoic boundary condition (BC) based on the Method
of Characteristics has been previously developed, considering the case of an inviscid and adia-
batic 1D flow of a perfect gas. However, real flows do not behavein such ideal manner. In this
paper, the extension of the scope of the previous BC is sought. In this way, a methodology to
evaluate the performance of the anechoic BC under these realflow situations is shown. The con-
sideration of ideal gas instead of perfect gas, the flow viscosity and the non-homentropic flow
makes it necessary to modify the Method of Characteristics,since the Riemann Invariants are
not constant any more. In this frame they are referred to as Riemann Variables. An additional
issue that has been considered is the effect of swirl flow, as the one in the turbine outlet, on the
anechoic BC. Some improvements to be implemented in the BC are proposed in order to have a
better performance in these real flow situations.

Keywords: CFD simulation, CFD BC, Boundary Condition, Real Effects, Anechoic BC,
Method of Characteristics

1. Introduction

The current legislation on internal combustion engines (ICEs) sets limits for pollutant and
noise emissions that would have seemed unreachable not so long ago. This fact, combined with
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the necessity to keep production costs bounded, has driven researchers to optimize the efficiency
of ICEs. In particular, the improvement of gas exchange processes has been thoroughly inves-
tigated [1, 2, 3]. Unfortunately, the effect on an ICE performance due to modifications in gas
exchange components cannot be predicted beforehand, sincethe interactions between the acous-
tic responses of the different elements involved (intake or exhaust systems, turbomachinery, etc.)
are quite strong [4, 5]. In this way, the use of ComputationalFluid Dynamics (CFD) has helped
researchers in understanding flow behavior inside these components [6, 7] and also allowing to
predict the results of different configurations without the cost of testing them experimentally [8].
That is the reason that explains the growing use of CFD for research and development purposes.

Modeling turbomachinery poses particular problems: theirgeometrical complexity requires
the use of viscous compressible 3D codes to capture properlythe flow behavior. Additionally a
mesh motion procedure is needed in order to truthfully reproduce the rotor flow. However this
makes the computational cost even higher. If the objective of the computation is to obtain the
acoustic response of a system the use of long ducts is needed in order to avoid interferences with
the boundaries. This fact can be easily understood when compared to the experimental procedure
used to obtain the acoustic response in an impulse test rig asthe one simulated in [6].

Including those long ducts in the computational domain leads to a dramatic increase of the
computational cost [9]. In this frame, the idea of developing a non-reflecting boundary condition
(NRBC) that behaves as a long duct seems interesting. Since the acoustic response of these long
ducts is supposed to be the lack of wave reflection, several researchers [10, 11, 12] have tried
to developed the so-called non-reflecting or anechoic boundary conditions (BC), to be able to
eliminate these components without any penalty in the accuracy. A similar reasoning can be
followed if a turbocharger test rig has to be simulated, in which long ducts are needed in order
to have uniform flow at the measurement sections. Their inclusion in the computational domain
could represent even doubling the number of cells in some configurations.

In [13], an anechoic BC was developed, which is briefly reviewed in section 2. However, it
assumes the existence of an 1D inviscid and adiabatic flow of aperfect gas. Since it is intended
to be used in a turbomachinery outlet, these constraints could affect the BC performance. In this
paper, three different real flow effects will be studied: non-perfect gas, viscous flow and swirling
flow. In sections 3-5, these effects will be reviewed, their influence on the anechoic BC willbe
analyzed and an implementation improvement (where available) will be proposed. Finally, in
section 6, the main conclusions of the work will be presented.

2. 1D Anechoic BC

The current analysis is going to be performed in an anechoic BC which has been previously
developed in [13]. An anechoic end is an outlet BC in which information does not travel up-
stream of the boundary condition (anechoic means literallywithout echo). This non-reflecting
BC should thus behave as a long duct, allowing to save computational cost.

If the assumption of 1D inviscid flow of a perfect gas with negligible heat transfer is made,
the evolution of the flow can be described by means of the Method of Characteristics (MoC).
The MoC identifies the information traveling upstream with the Riemann invariantβ. In order
to mimic the anechoic behavior an infinite duct is considered. The notation used hereinafter is
presented in figure 1. It is known that when non-homentropic flow is considered the Riemann
invariants cease being constant. Therefore they are renamed as Riemann variables. Modifications
of the Riemann variables can be found in the literature [14, 15]. In figure 1 the values of the
Riemann variables reaching the boundary, in this caseβin, are shown. If the characteristic line is
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followed, the Riemann variable will change along the line and finally it will reach the point of
the domain from which departs the characteristic line,βout. The effects that change the Riemann
invariants that are usually considered are friction, heat transfer and variations of entropy. It is
obvious that friction and heat transfer increase entropy. However, variations in entropy level are
also produced by differences of the initial entropy of the flow-field and the entropy flux across
the boundaries of the domain.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the characteristic lines at an anechoic end. The values of the Riemann variables
along the line are presented,βin being the value reaching the boundary andβout being the value at the other side of the
line

In the case considered, an infinite duct always sends back thesame value ofβout. This value
corresponds to the initial value ofβ at the boundary condition, and will be denoted asβ∞. There-
fore, in an homentropic case, one must keep the value ofβin constant, and equal to that which
had at the beginning of the simulation, i.e.β∞. Should a change of the entropy level happen, the
actual value ofβin would be no longerβ∞. In this case,βin would be obtained by adding toβ∞
the modifiers associated with the variation of the entropy level ([16]).

Therefore, the value ofβ along the characteristic lineC− will be modified every time a dif-
ferent entropy level reaches this line. Since the computation is discretized in time, the number of
entropy variations along a characteristic lineC− will be finite. The crossings of the characteristic
line with the entropy level line are better shown in fig. 2.

However, with this approach, one would still need to take into account the wholehistoryof
the flow in order torememberall the variations of entropy level. To avoid this, a methodology was
developed in [13] to allow the computation of an approximation ofβN

in out of known information
of the previous time-step:

β̃N
in =
βN−1

in +
aN−1

2 ln AN
a

AN−1
a
+
λN

4 ln AN
a

AN−1
a

1− 1
4 ln AN

a

AN−1
a

. (1)

In this way, one only needs to knowλ andAa (Riemann variables) arriving to the BC at given
t, the value ofβ andAa that arrived to the BC att − ∆t and the speed of sound at the BC att − ∆t
in order to compute the anechoic BC.

However, as pointed out before, this anechoic BC assumes theexistence of a 1D inviscid
and adiabatic flow of a perfect gas. In order to asses its ability to be used as the outlet BC in a
turbomachinery simulation, the implications of non-perfect gas, friction and swirl are analyzed
in the following sections.
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Figure 2: Modification of theβ values due to the changes of entropy that occur at the crossing points of the two charac-
teristic lines.

3. Non-Perfect Gas

The MoC was originally developed under the hypothesis of perfect gas [17]. However, if an
ideal (but not calorically perfect) gas is considered, the MoC can still be used with some modifi-
cations. Following [14], ifcp = f (T), the following variables replace the Riemann variables:

λ′ =

∫ T

Tre f

√
cpcv

RT
dT + u

β′ =

∫ T

Tre f

√
cpcv

RT
dT − u (2)

s=
∫ T

Tre f

q+ uG
T

dT

The polynomial law stated in [18] or the polynomial functionused in ANSYS-FLUENT [19]
was used forcp(T). Following a similar criterion, the first term of the Riemann variables as
defined in (2) can be expressed as a polynomial of temperature.

The methodology used to impose the boundary condition is thesame as the one used in [13]:
the fluid variables at the boundary will be recovered from theRiemann variables reaching it. The
only difference is that the equations are now non-linear. From the values ofλ′ andβ′ reaching the
boundary, it is possible to obtain the value of the flow velocity and a polynomial of temperature.
It is necessary to find the roots of the polynomial in order to obtain the temperature. In order to
solve this problem a Newton-Raphson scheme was used to find the value of temperature from
the Riemann variables at every time step. Additionally, Horner’s algorithm was used in order to
efficiently evaluate polynomial expressions. Finally, the value of the pressure at the boundary
was obtained from the entropy and the previously calculatedtemperature.

The last thing that it is worth to mention when dealing with a non-perfect gas is that the
value of the modifier due to changes in entropy used in [13] will not remain the same. The new
formulation can be obtained from [14] and it establishes that:
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dβ′
∣∣∣
s
=

√
cvT
cpR

ds (3)

The application of this new formulation of the modifier due tovariations of entropy to the
Anechoic BD scheme is straightforward.

To check the influence of this behavior, a simulation was run in which a pressure pulse is
applied to a non-calorically perfect gas. In the left side offigures 3 and 4, one can see how
the former Riemann variablesAa and β vary whenλ arrives. When the new formulation is
implemented, these changes disappear, as can be seen in the right side of figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3: Distribution ofAa (left side) ands (right side) in the axis of the duct after 800 time-steps
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Figure 4: Distribution ofβ (left side) andβ′ (right side) in the axis of the duct after 800 time-steps

4. Viscous Flow

The existence of viscosity in the flow has various effects introducing further complexity in
the anechoic BC. First, the diffusive transport induced by viscosity cannot be modeled by the
MoC, since it only deals with the hyperbolic part of the Navier-Stokes equations (i.e, the Euler
equations). However, since the Reynolds number in the intended applications (flow in ICEs) is
high (ReD ≈ 2·105 for the considered case), the diffusive transport should be negligible compared
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to the convection terms. Moreover, there is a loss in momentum due to the existence of friction.
This effect is mainly concentrated in the surroundings of the wall. This effect decreases with
smoother ducts and higher Reynolds number (until fully developed turbulent flow is reached).
Anyway, at it has been exposed before, there exists a modifierthat takes into account this effect
in the value of each Riemann variable along its respective characteristic line:

dβ| f = − (γ − 1)
[
1− (γ − 1)

u
a

] f
D

u2 u
|u|

dt (4)

In (4), f is the Fanning friction factor, defined asf = τw
1
2ρu

2 . In this work, f was estimated by

means of the explicit Swamee-Jain equation:

f =
0.0625

(
log10

(
ǫ

3.7D +
5.74
Re0.9

))2 (5)

It should be pointed out that eq. (5) should not be confused with the more common Swamee-
Jain equation for the Darcy friction factor, which is 4 timeslarger than Fanning’s one. It should
be mentioned that all the variables needed to evaluate eq. (5) are taken from the previous time-
step, in order to keep the expression being explicit.

Besides the previous two effects, friction has another effect that is relevant not because of the
use of the MoC but due to the anechoic BC approach. In its development, it was stated that, for
inviscid flows,β only had to take into account the entropy changes. However, in viscous flows,
when aλ-wave (C+) arrives, velocity raises, thus increasing the friction effect and therefore
changing the values of the Riemann variables. In order to clarify this fact, a simulation of a long
duct with a isentropic step pressure pulse at the inlet of theduct was performed. The evolution of
flow velocity andβ were monitorized at a given section, which in the case presented in figure 5
is the section at 0.9m from the inlet. If viscosity were not taken into account, thevelocity would
increase once the pulse reaches the considered section and afterwards it would remain constant.
However, if viscosity were considered, the flow velocity would continue decreasing after theλ-
wave had passed as it is shown in 5(a). When a wave reaches the BC, the change ofβ that still
happens at the virtual duct at the right of the boundary condition is sent backwards. This last
fact makes the former anechoic approach invalid to correctly model the acoustic response of an
infinite duct with friction, because that duct produces reflections.

Therefore, since the information created at the right of theBC must be taken into account,
one should model it, and a 1D-3D coupled simulation such as described in [9] could be helpful.
Using this approach would allow to model the response of a sufficiently long duct but reducing
at the same time the computational cost when compared to a fully 3D simulation. It is worth
considering how long the duct should be for this approach to be useful. It is well known that
in the frictional flow inside a duct the flow velocity increases along the duct. Therefore it will
reach a point in which the flow will choke and will pass to supersonic regime. After passing to
supersonic, it is obvious that no information will travel upstream. The only thing that has to be
considered is that this point will change with the flow conditions.

Despite the previous comments, one could want to use the developed anechoic BC with
viscous flow, if the reduction of computational time was supposed to compensate the loss of
accuracy. Thus, a simulation was performed comparing the behavior of a long duct and a short
one with the anechoic BC in a turbulent flow, as shown in 6(a). The comparison between this
simulation and the corresponding long duct is shown in figure6(b).
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Figure 6: Computational domains used to evaluate the behavior of the Anechoic BC (a) and the evolution of pressure (b)
andβ (c) in both ducts

5. Swirling Flow

As already commented, among other applications, the anechoic BC is intended to be used
as the outlet boundary in a turbine simulation. However, theflow downstream of a turbine is
no longer 1D, because of the swirl created by the impeller. This swirl is even more important
when dealing with off-design points. One of the main problems when using CFD commercial
codes is that the BCs available are mainly uniform flow BC. This is normally not a serious issue
if the main interest of the computation lies far from the boundary. However, in the case of the
development of new BC, and particularly with the anechoic BC, is necessary to reproduce the
flow behavior close to the boundary. Therefore, a different approach must be followed in order
to use the anechoic BC.

If the radial velocity is neglected, a swirling flow is said tobe in radial equilibrium ([20]). In
such flows, the pressure radial profile satisfies the following equation:
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dp
dr
= ρ(r)

v2
θ
(r)

r
= F(r) (6)

Thus, if radial equilibrium is supposed to be achieved at every time-step, one can obtain the
pressure profile at the BC at a certain time-step provided that the pressure at the axis (paxis), in
order to obtain the integration constant, and theF(r) profile are known.

Regarding the value ofpaxis, it can be assumed that the MoC can be still applied to the axis,
becausevrad = 0 due to axial symmetry, and therefore the axis could be assumed to be 1D. On
the other side,F(r) is approximated by its value at the previous time-step. This explicit approach
is used to avoid the iterative process otherwise required todefine all the variables at the BC.
Therefore, the pressure profile at the BC is computed integrating eq. (6) between neighbor faces
at the BC in increasing radial position, in order to minimizethe error, as:

p(r, t) = p(r − ∆r, t) + F(r, t − ∆T) · ∆r (7)

The integration process is started with the known value ofp(r = 0)= paxis obtained by the
application of the MoC to the 1D flow of the axis.

The hypothesis of radial equilibrium was checked by runningtwo axisymmetric simulations
with a swirling inlet BC: a long duct and a short one with the anechoic BC with radial equilib-
rium. p(r) profiles of both ducts at the section at 1m (outlet of the short duct) are compared in fig.
7. It is shown that the pressure profile is correctly obtainedwith the radial equilibrium approach.
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Figure 7: Pressure profile at BC in a long duct (stripped line)compared with the pressure profile obtained imposing radial
equilibrium (continous line)

Then, a transient simulation was run in which a step pressurepulse was set at the inlet of
the duct. A comparison between data at section at 0.9m of a long duct and a short one with
the anechoic BC was made. The evolution of pressure at the axis is presented in figure 8. As
expected, the MoC can be satisfactorily applied to the axis.

Regarding the use of the radial equilibrium to obtainp(r) profile at every time-step, an area-
weighted average of pressure at section at 0.9m is provided in figure 9. Good agreement is found
between the values obtained by both simulations.
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6. Conclusions

In a previous work [13], an anechoic BC was developed, based on the assumption of 1D
inviscid and adiabatic flow of a perfect gas. In order to be able to use this anechoic BC in a
turbomachinery outlet, three different real flow behaviors have been studied in this paper. In
section 3, the hypothesis of ideal instead of perfect gas hasbeen reviewed. A solution has been
proposed, and it has been shown to improve significantly the performance of the non-reflecting
BC. Then, in section 4, the implications of dealing with viscous flow have been investigated.
The effect of wall friction has been incorporated into the BC by means of a proper modifier of
the Riemann variables and the use of a correlation for the friction factor. It has been shown that
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an infinite duct does send information backwards when receiving an incoming pressure wave.
Therefore, the anechoic approach would never be able to reproduce reliably the behavior of a long
duct. However, the anechoic BC could still be used to reduce the time to achieve convergence
due to the absence of reflections, but taking into account thelack of accuracy regarding the
simulation of the whole duct. Finally, in section 5, the existence of swirl (characteristic of a
turbine’s outlet) has been analyzed. An approach to obtain the whole pressure profile at the
outlet has been developed, assuming that the flow is in radialequilibrium. Although the analysis
has been carried out for an anechoic BC, similar conclusionscould be established for any other
BC developed by means of the MoC.
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List of Symbols
a speed of sound m · s−1

C Characteristic line −

cp specific heat capacity at constant pressureJ · kg−1 · K−1

cv specific heat capacity at constant volumeJ · kg−1 · K−1

D hydraulic diameter m
f friction coefficient −

G specific momentum loss due to friction m · s−2

p pressure Pa
q specific heat transfer rate W · kg−1

r radial coordinate m
R specific gas constant J · kg−1 · K−1

ReD Reynolds number based on D −

t time s
T temperature K
u velocity in x-direction m · s−1

vθ tangential velocity m · s−1

x coordinate in dominant direction m
β backward Riemann Invariant m · s−1

λ forward Riemann Invariant m · s−1

Aa entropy level m · s−1

∆t time-step s
ǫ roughness height m
γ ratio of specific heats −

ρ density kg ·m−3

τw wall shear stress Pa

Sub- and Superscripts
+ forward

− backward
0 flow
∞ value at infinity
in reaching the BC
f friction
N value atNth time-step
re f reference

List of abbreviations
1D one dimensional

3D three dimensional
BC boundary condition
CFD computational fluid dynamics
ICE internal combustion engine
MoC Method of Characteristics
NRBC non-reflecting boundary condition
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